Rate-of-processing ability in children using cochlear implants and its relevance to speech perception.
The aim was to assess the ability of young children using cochlear implants to process a change in place of stimulation under conditions of shortened stimulus duration and shortened interstimulus interval. The study investigated whether or not this ability accounted for a significant amount of the variance in the speech performance of the children additional to the variance accounted for by electrode discrimination ability (measured in a previous study). An adaptation of the play audiometry procedure was used to assess 'rate-of-processing' ability in 17 children aged between 4 and 10 years. Initially the child was required to respond with a game-like motor response when a repeating stimulation on a reference electrode 'changed' to a different electrode in relatively 'slow' conditions. The child was then required to respond to the 'change', when the duration of the stimuli and the time interval between the stimuli were decreased. All but one of the children using cochlear implants scored significantly above chance for all conditions of stimulus duration and interstimulus interval assessed. That is, they were able to discriminate place pitch changes when these changes occurred more rapidly in time. A stepwise regression was computed to determine the relative contributions of a number of variables, including rate-of-processing ability, in accounting for variance in the children's speech perception performance (measured in a previous study). Rate-of-processing ability did not account for any variance additional to that accounted for by electrode discrimination ability, which was found to be the most significant predictor of speech perception performance for this group of children in the previous study.